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Orwell Bluegrass festival 2019
Although it had been
dry and sunny on
Friday morning by the
time the Main Stage
events started, after
lunch a steady rain had
started to fall. By the
look of the black
clouds overhead it was
going to rain for a
while yet. Luckily all
the stages at the
festival are under
cover the Main Stage
being in a large
marquee.
The vital role of getting the last ever
Orwell Bluegrass festival off to a fit
and proper start was fittingly given to
a long standing supporter of the

event, Kevin Garratt, with a
handpicked selection of some of his
closest friends and longstanding
friends of the festival. This merry
scratch band of old pals kept the
audience entertained with traditional
Bluegrass standards such as ‘Chalk up
another one’, made famous by Jimmy
Martin & The Osborne Brothers, and
Hank Williams’ ‘Hey Good Lookin’.
Towards the end of the set the rain
started to fall harder and puddles
began to grow around the outside
pickin’ area. So it seemed to perfectly
fit the weather when the band struck
up with the Stanley Brothers’ ‘Drifting
too far from the shore’. In my opinion
Kevin, with a little help from his
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friends had LAUNCHED the festival
perfectly down the slipway.
Second up were a five piece, Lincoln
based band: Calligraphy Club, who are
a new name to me, but I recognized
some well known faces reassuring me
that we were in for something special:
For example; Richard Lee on banjo. Copromoter of the South Essex Bluegrass
festival. If you have never been, go
along, you won’t be disappointed, but
make it this year as it is rumored to be
the last time the event will be staged.
Calligraphy Club is fronted by group’s
leader Jack Hobohm on mandolin and
vocals. Robbie Caswell-Jones played
guitar and vocals with Nathan Young
on double bass and Steve Owen on
fiddle. I guess the set list had been
written several weeks in advance, but
you could have been forgiven for
thinking that the boys were playing
whatever came to mind. Let me give
you an example; early in the set they
played ‘Cold sheets of Rain’ while! Yes
you guessed it: The heavens opened
and indeed cold sheets of rain did
pour down. Then during a stunning
version of Bill Monroe’s ‘Southern
Flavor’ by Jack on mandolin, there was
a mighty clap of thunder. A very
atmospheric moment in the
performance. This band are not
frightened to push at the edges of the
Bluegrass envelope giving the
audience a real treat with a great
version of the 'Compadres in the Old
Sierra Madre' hit ‘Riders in the sky’.
Almost on cue as the set came to an
end, during a great version of ‘How
mountain girls can love’ the rain
stopped, the sun came out and got to
work on the puddles that had started
to form. You can find more about this
up and coming band on Facebook:
@clubcalligraphy
Third on stage were The Down County
Boys flying in their most recent
formation, that’s with the ever popular
Ray Duffy on guitar and other stuff!
Band leader, the ever stoic Mick
Cooper having the usual trouble
curbing Ray’s exuberance on stage.
The audience where treated to a
Bluegrass ‘Master Class’ by the UK’s
first and some say, ‘still the best’,
Bluegrass band in the country. This
year: 2019, makes it 50 years since
Peter Parker, master violinist (fiddle
player just does not cut it on this
occasion) joined The Down County

Boys. An achievement of monumental
proportions, I am sure everyone will
agree.
The penultimate band on the Friday
afternoon stage were the Boston Boys,
after recently going down a storm at
the Little Opry in Margate. The newly
formed Boston Boys Bluegrass Band’s
programme of traditional bluegrass
was well received by the Friday
afternoon audience. John Boston,
fiddle, Chris Moreton, guitar and Dick
Embery on bass had played together in
the early 1970s. After going their
separate ways they are now joined by
Jeremy Cozens, mandolin and Hilary
Gowan on banjo in the new lineup.
Chris Moreton’s well known vocal and
instrumental talents have been added
to those of the other seasoned players.
This blend works well together
resulting in a sound that is more
sophisticated and mellow than your
average Bluegrass outfit. I guess it’s
because it is being produced by guys
that have honed their craft over
several years and that are confident in
their own abilities. Check them out on
Facebook: thebostonboys/ if you want
to see them in action.
A successful Friday afternoon session
was closed out by The Often Herd,
they are the four remaining founder
members of The Kentucky Cow Tippers
who chose to stay together after the
departure of their original banjo
player. The boys were on form and
well up for their time in the spotlight.
There was no chance of these guys
allowing the afternoon session to go
out quietly. Their set was a mixture of
traditional bluegrass and self penned
originals. Their CD, cunningly entitled
‘The Often Herd’ is still available for
those who want to re-live the
afternoon’s experience.

Friday Evening
Kicking things of on Friday evening
were The Dave Plane Band. For those
of you, like me, who are not familiar
with the name think Monroe’s
Revenge, a band that has been around
for a long time and most people are
aware of minus the banjo player. Still
confused; well they lined up like this:
Dave Plane on guitar and lead vocals,
Hippy Joe on mandolin and vocals,
Richard Partridge was on fiddle, and
the evergreen Dick Embery on double
bass. So I guess the question is: How
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Main Stage Review

did they go down without a banjo
player. Well, all I can tell you is that
sales of the Monroe’s Revenge CD were
brisk with several requests for the
band to autograph copies. I witnessed
the disorderly queue that formed after
the performance.
Following the Dave Plane Band was
another FIRST at Orwell; in that it was
the first festival appearance of Lost
Loui. This new line up contains some
familiar faces, not the least of which
was Neil Garratt, son of the
aforementioned Kevin Garratt. Kevin
and Neil regularly perform together in
and around the Leeds and Otley areas
of Yorkshire but in Lost Loui Neil has
teamed up with old pals Ian Dickinson
on mandolin and Pete Earle on double
bass with the welcome addition of
newcomer Clare Newton on guitar and
vocals. Her version of ‘Carolina in the
Pines’ went down particularly well, I
seem to remember. Not to be outdone
or should that be; not to be out sung,
Neil gave the appreciative audience a
great versions of ‘High Lonesome
Sound’ and ‘Rocky Road Blues’. Look
out for Lost Loui on your travels, it will
be well worth your while and as they
have not found time to record a CD
yet. Live performances are currently
the best way to appreciate their
significant talents and stagecraft.
There followed a performer who gave
a change of gear and subtle change of
direction to the evenings proceedings.
Nashville based singer songwriter Billy
Kemp has been a frequent visitor to
the festival over the years. I am sure
some of you will remember Billy’s solid
instrumental breaks and sensitive
harmony singing as one half of the
duo headed up by Jeni Hankins: Jeni &
Billy.
This time Billy performed as a solo act.
Well almost; as he was ably
accompanied at times by his travelling
companion Sue; who gave the

audience a fine display of her mastery
of the ‘nylon strung, old time banjo.
Billy Kemp is a much used session
musician in Nashville and has hung out
with some of the greats. Levon Helm,
Merle Haggard and Willie Nelson to
name but a few. A confident stage
performer and great storyteller, he
proved to be a breath of fresh air and
for some a break from wall to wall
quick fire, straight up and down,
Bluegrass. Fortunately for festival
goers Billy was able to include it as
part of his ‘The Painter's Bucket’ tour
of the UK. Where he will visit most
corners of the country performing
songs from his latest CD: The Painter’s
Bucket. Billy was also joined on stage
by the said bucket proudly placed
there by yours truly.
Following a Bill Kemp Master Class in
contemplative story songs came by
total contrast: The Firecrackers. A
conjunction that can best be summed
up by the old adage, the difference
between chalk and cheese, as the
Firecrackers are a hard driving, step
dancing string band out of the Old
Time tradition. They are Paul Wood &
Dave Proctor on fiddle or mandolin,
Emily Smith on fiddle, Carly Green on
claw hammer banjo and step dancing,
Andy Quelch on guitar and Graeme
Parry on bass.
Their high energy set included lots of
instrument swapping with the vocal
work being generously spread around
the ensemble. Firecrackers play party
tunes and songs taking inspiration
from the high energy music of their

The penultimate band on stage were
The Lowly strung, who were returning
for the second year in succession
following their success at last year’s
festival. They are a five piece band but
with a twist on the traditional format
as the banjo is replaced by Malcolm
Peet on Dobro. We were treated to
what was a high energy performance
driven mainly but not exclusively by
strong OT influenced fiddling and
energetic vocals from Toby Starks on
guitar. These guys know how to enjoy
themselves on stage. I defy you not to
get drawn in by their warm self
deprecating humor. You won’t be able
to stop yourself tapping your feet,
singing along and maybe getting up
and having a little dance.
Closing out the main stage on Friday
night came Bristol based,
Thunderbridge Bluegrass Boys. The

boys have been frequent visitors to the
festival partially in recent years. So it
seemed fitting that they should return
for the final year with their infectious
blend of new and old bluegrass and a
sprinkling of self penned originals.
Nick Girone-Maddocks heads up the
outfit on mandolin with Matt
Gryspeerdt on fiddle, John Breese on
banjo, Paul Hill on guitar and Jules
Bushell on double bass. All the lads
chip in with lead vocals or harmony
back-up work, when required.
Needless to say; they went down a
storm. Sales of their latest CD ‘The
blue Album’ where very brisk at the
merchandise table.

Saturday Afternoon
fiddle heroes from the 1800’s to the
present day. Their set included songs
and tunes from the likes of the Camp
Creek Boys, Skillet lickers, Earl Collins,
The Foghorn String Band and many
more Old Time heroes and heroines.
Catch them soon, trust me you will not
be disappointed.

Opening up on the Main Stage on
Saturday afternoon came: Catfish
Skillet, hailing from Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. This band is grounded by
Helen Huchinson on double bass and
vocals and with Alistair McIlroy on
banjo and vocals, Ian Illsley on fiddle
and for this outing Neil Garratt on
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guitar and vocals, as regular guitarist
Mark was unavailable to make the trip
south on this occasion. The band’s
repertoire is a mixture of fast driving
‘Old Timey’ tunes, traditional Bluegrass
standards with a sprinkling of self
penned originals and was well
received by a large and appreciative
afternoon audience.
Second up were; Alden Patterson &
Dashwood. This Norwich based trio is
growing in popularity, partly due to
their hectic touring schedule but
mostly because they have mastered
their instruments and the art of
blending them together on stage into
a silky smooth live performance.
Christina Alden on guitar, Alex
Patterson fiddle and Noel Dashwood
on dobro all seamlessly share the vocal
work. I guess that fans of hard driving
banjo played at lightning speed may
have taken the opportunity to check
out the bar but a large and appreciate
number of quality music lovers
remained and gave the threesome the
generous applause they richly
deserved. If you can’t get to see them
live, their latest CD ‘By the Night’ is
still available to buy online.
Then came the moment that everyone
one had been waiting for with excited
anticipation. The main stage was
privileged to host John Reischman and
the Jaybirds. Consisting of, virtuoso
mandolinist John Reischman, who first
came to prominence as part of the

‘Tony Rice Unit’ in the late 1970s. He is
probably best known for writing the
tune ‘Saltspring’ which is often
performed at UK Bluegrass festivals.
Instrumentalist Reischman, as on this
occasion, frequently performs with the
‘Jaybirds’. The ‘Jaybirds’ alone are a
formidable force to reckon with. Trisha
Gagnon is not only on double bass but
she also adds strong and distinctive
lead vocals along with anchoring three
and four part harmonies. Supplying
the guitar part and harmony vocals
was Los Angeles based, Patrick Sauber,
with Nick Hornbuckle on banjo and
harmony vocals. Greg Spatz who holds
the regular fiddle spot in the band was
replaced on this tour by the amazing
Annie Staninec. She was more than
able to hold her own on stage
stepping up to showcase the John
Reischman tune ‘Side by Each’.
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‘Saltspring’ was not on the set list for
the afternoon performance but it was
not a problem for the very
appreciative audience to return for the
evening session, when again, it
seemed like ‘Saltspring’ had been
excluded from the set. It took an
encore to bring the band back to the
stage, then finally, the audience got
what we had been waiting for:
‘Saltspring’ in all its glory. Proving the
old adage, keep them waiting and
wanting more to be as true today as it
ever was. It is needless to say that sales
of the collective’s new CD titled, ‘On
That Other Green Shore’ were very
brisk.
With the dubious pleasure of having
to follow John Reischman & the
Jaybirds came: The Acme Band,
fronted by the perennial Brian Curtis
on guitar and soaring tenor vocals,
ably assisted by Bill Forster on banjo,
John Allen on double base and Bob
Armstrong on dobro. All three
chipping in with harmony vocal work
that I heard described as ‘top draw’
and ‘to die for’. This performance was
doubly amazing when you consider
that the band had not performed
together for more than four years and
had arrived at the festival with little
time to prepare. It was like they had
never been away.
Bringing the curtain down on the
afternoon proceedings came the
‘Henhouse Prowlers’, officially from
Chicago Illinois but the individual
members hail from all across the USA.
Demonstrating how wide ranging and
deep the roots of Bluegrass music have
spread in the USA from its birth
somewhere east of Kentucky deep in
the Appalachians. Formed just over 13
years ago with the simple desire to
play original and powerful bluegrass
this quartet now finds themselves at
the foundations of a triangle with
sides made from: performance,
diplomacy and education.
The lineup consist of Jon Goldfine on
Bass, founder member Ben Wright on

The Orwell Allstars

Banjo. Chris Dollar on lighting guitar
breaks and vocals and Kyle O’Brien
switching seamlessly between fiddle
and the mandolin. Something, as I can
testify, is harder than it looks. OK the
left hand is the same but a bow and a
pick are worlds apart. Kyle proved that
he has mastered both right hand
techniques equally well. I guess these
guy’s could play almost anything and it
would sound great but they gave us a
mix of traditional Bluegrass and
original compositions. Such as Earl
Scruggs ‘Silver Eagle’ and Sonny
Osborne and Dale Sledd’s, ‘Sledd ridin’,
and a mixture of covers including one
of the big hit song:
‘Chop My Money’. Well big in Nigeria
that is.
Saturday Evening
Kicking off proceedings on Saturday
evening came the New Essex Bluegrass
Band. WHO? I hear some of you cry.
HOW? Surely they played their last
ever concert at Didmarton, last
September. You may have even been
there in the audience and like me,
forcing yourself to hold back the tears.
Because everyone knows that grown
men don’t cry, especially in public. Well
YES, you are correct but just give me a
moment and I will explain. As a tribute
to the festival and to show their
appreciation for the hard work and
commitment that Chris, Trish and Ben,
along with a myriad of friends, helpers
and supporters had shown over the
years, Paul Brewer, Terry Hymas and
the rest of the boys not only got back
together for one last time but added a
very nice twist. Firstly, regular bass
player, Richard Partridge, like the true

gent he is, stood aside so that Mike
Stanhope could return for one last
time. Mike holds the accolade of being
NEBB’s longest serving bassist. In
addition to this change another ex
NEBB member namely, Greg Wright
joined the guys on stage to play banjo
on the Keith Little penned song ‘I'll
love you till the day I die’. This gesture
was roundly applauded particularly by
local members of the audience as Greg
can often be found at any number of
the local Bluegrass monthly sessions,
playing either banjo or mandolin.
Next on came the band that probably
needs the least notes of explanation.
Blossom Hill, the stalwarts of this and
many other Bluegrass festivals for
more years than it is cautious to
mention. However, in case you have
just got back from planet Mars or
perhaps a galaxy far, far way. Blossom
Hill are made up of Gary Payne on
guitar and tenor vocals, Sherryl Payne
on double bass and vocals, Richard

Holland on banjo and harmony vocals
and Ed Gallagher on dobro.
What you get is hard driving
traditional Bluegrass with silky vocal
harmonies and stunning instrumental
breaks. So what can one say that is
new about this band? If you replied:
nothing! Then you would be wrong.
Because; for the first time ever at
Orwell Bluegrass festival 2019 while
Blossom Hill were performing the
instrumental ‘Saltspring’. The guy who
wrote the tune; namely John
Reischman was waiting in the green
room and was heard to comment.
‘Gee, that’s a fine version’.
Third up on the night were the Grinch

Mountain Bluegrass Band, a London
based ‘Old School’ Bluegrass outfit
harking back to America’s Deep South.
They are famous for their three part
harmony vocals and strong instrument
breaks. Philip Alexander leads this
posse on mandolin and by providing
most of the lead vocal. If this is not
enough, he also sings the baritone
harmony parts when the lead vocal is
taken on by another member of the
band. Patty-Jo Longley kicked of the
set with a dazzling fiddle performance
of Bill Monroe’s ‘Stoney Lonesome’. In
addition Patty-Jo provided the tenor
harmony parts when required. Outlaw
Jon played guitar like his life
depended on it and also provided
baritone harmonies in all the right
places. I am not sure why Jon is on the
run or even from whom. But I am
confident that it is not the Bluegrass
police. Gramps Turner provided
virtuoso banjo breaks in all the right
places and Petty Officer Hannah kept
everything shipshape and Bristol
fashion with her solid double bass
playing. The song 'Don’t laugh' made
popular by J.D.Crowe went down
particularly well in what was a light
hearted, jolly set. Maybe Mr Alexander
wanted to remind everyone that
Bluegrass is a serious business, by
ending with ‘Last Train from Poor
Valley’, which may have been another
clue to suggest that the hapless
‘Outlaw Jon’ may have tried to rob the
local bank but probably did not get
away with any cash.
By now, a large audience had
assembled for the second appearance
of John Reischman and the Jaybirds at
the festival. This time they concluded
with the ever popular instrumental
‘Saltspring’. Leaving the stage to loud
and resounding applause.
The Kentucky Cow Tippers had the
unenviable task of following John
Reischman. But before I tell you how
well they measured up to the task, I
must first offer a note of explanation.
Fans of the ‘Tippers’ will remember
that around 2018 they stopped touring

due to the loss of their banjo player.
Then the remaining band members
morphed into The Often Herd. Well,
Chris Cooper the banjo player from the
Down County Boys joined up with The
Often Herd, who had already closed
out the first night of the festival on
the Main Stage. So by my calculations
this gave us The Kentucky Cow Tippers
version 4:2. Now we have cleared up
all areas of possible confusion the big
question still remains. Did anyone
notice the difference? Well, speaking
just for myself, I could not hear the
join. They played all the ‘Tippers’
original repertoire which included the
four tracks from their Northgrass EP.
Nobody noticed a thing and everyone
went to bed or the bar happy.
Sunday Afternoon
Basstree String Band kicked off
proceeding on the Main Stage on
Sunday afternoon. Lead by Howard
Burton’s Scruggs style picking along
with his strong lead vocals. Mark Jones
provides a combination of metronomic
back up rhythms and Steve Kaufman
inspired, lighting fast breaks. With Asa
Hardy-Brownlie on upright bass
matching their silky skills. The boys
proved to be the perfect contrast to
the next act on stage, Billy Kemp all
the way from Nashville, Tennessee.
This was Billy Kemp’s second
performance on the Main Stage
having already been well received
during his Friday evening appearance.
Billy’s combination of self penned
‘story songs’ along with their
comprehensive scene setting anecdotal
introductions seamed just right for the
relaxed Sunday afternoon vibe.
Another change of mood followed
when Henhouse Prowlers came back
for their second slot following their
successful appearance on Saturday
afternoon. They got everyone’s blood
pumping and adrenaline flowing with
another full speed, high octane set of
hard driving traditional Bluegrass.
The audience just did not want to let

them go. But they did finally leave the
stage making way for.…

The Orwell All Stars
The Orwell All Stars were fronted by
none other than the man who had
kicked the whole show off on Friday
afternoon: Mr Kevin Garrett. The first
guys to join Kevin on stage where
Paul Brewer and Terry Hymas the
vocal front men of the former New
Essex Bluegrass Band. Then came,
Sherryl Payne on double bass, Noel
Dashwood on dobro and in a nice
added touch, Greg Wright on Banjo.
Greg is from Ipswich and formerly
held the banjo spot in the NEBB. They
kicked off with ‘Your Love is Like a
Flower’ the JD Crowe & the New
South, classic. Those assembled were
then joined by Gary Payne, minus his
faithful guitar for once, for a
beautiful rendition of the Ralph
Stanley classic, 'If that's the way you
feel'. Paul, Terry and Greg, then left
the stage. The remaining musicians
were joined by Emily Smith on fiddle,
Hippy Joe on mandolin and Richard
Holland on banjo for their version of
Flatt and Scruggs’ ‘Why don't you tell
me so’. The stage was then cleared
ready for.
The One Tree Hillbillies, Keith Smith
on guitar, wife Gill on double bass,
Dave Wilcox on banjo, Richard
Partridge on fiddle and the
irrepressible Hippy Joe on mandolin.
They were on the bill at the first
Orwell festival which was held at the
Orwell Truck Stop. They have
performed at Orwell most years since
including the first one held at the
current site, Hallowtree Activity
Centre. The OT Hillbillies performed a
rousing version of the song ‘Codeine’
written by Trampled by Turtles. This
was in total contrast to what came
next.
The stage was left empty for a brief
moment and the audience fell silent.
Two people gently strolled into the
empty space. Peter Parker, the
legendary fiddle player of the Down
County Boys and Chris Elson a past
member of the band. They performed
a very sensitive rendition of that
beautiful instrumental by J. Unger,
Ashokan Farewell. They then left the
stage in the same quiet, unassuming
manner they arrived, leaving it clear
for the entrance of.
Not just ‘The Basstree String Band’,
Howard Burton on banjo, Mark Jones
on guitar and Asa Hardy-Brownlie on
double bass but also Richard Partridge
on fiddle. They gave us a flawless
performance of the old standard ‘I'm
just a used to be to you’. They left the
stage to the sound of rousing
applause.
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Then, making their entrance came,
Kevin and Neil Garratt, guitar and
vocals, Bill Forster and his banjo and
Pete Earle on double bass. They gave a
master class in male harmony singing
while performing ‘I just keep on loving
you’. They left the stage with the
audience wanting more.
The space was soon filled by Roger
Jackson on guitar, Sue Pomeroy on
mandolin, Dick Embery on double bass
and Noel Dashwood on dobro. They
performed the song written by Roger
himself about the festival: ‘Where the
nightingales sing’, aka ‘An ode to
Orwell’ or as it’s better known; the one
that goes:- ‘where the sun shines on the
bluebells, and the nightingales sing’. A
beautiful song with a sentiment that, I
felt, just suited the moment. However,
what came next soon lifted to mood.
Kim John Wirtz and the North Korean
Bluegrass Band and in my opinion
‘BAND’ is exactly what they should have
been. Let the record show that the
dissidents were a rough rabble made
up mainly of the Sound Crew and other
hangers on, going by the names of:
Martin Froud on dobro, Mick Pinnock
on guitar, Rob Dugdale (M.C.
extraordinaire) on mandolin, Tom
Swerney on double bass and ‘Chairman
Kim John Wirtz’ himself, on guitar. In
addition came a true ‘rose amongst
thorns’ the beautiful, talented and
probably forced against her will, Emily
Smith on virtuoso fiddle.
Fortunately order was soon restored
when festival promoter Chris Hockley
arrived on stage. This time
uncharacteristically, carrying a double
bass. He was joined by Paul Brewer on
guitar, Gary Payne on mandolin, Kevin
Garratt also with a guitar and Richard
Holland on banjo. All joined in with a
rousing version of ‘Little cabin home on
the hill’. While the applause were still
ringing round the marquee Hippy Joe
appeared clutching a beautiful bouquet
of flowers and proceeded to daintily
present them to a bemused Chris, along
with a tender kiss on Chris’ right cheek.
Silence fell across the entire audience.
They just seemed to pause, finding it
difficult to take in what they had just
seen. When I looked back to the stage
it was full to overflowing with ‘Orwell
All Stars’ I counted 21 All Stars in all but
stand to be corrected. They struck up a
beautiful rendition of ‘Angel Band’
followed by ‘Blue Night’ in the Key of
A. Capos and tissues at the ready.
And with that, an era spanning 13
glorious years of Bluegrass at Orwell
came to an end.
Trevor Simpson
Pics by Annie Ford
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Naseby Battlefield
Bluegrass Festival 2019
It seems to be a
difficult year for
bluegrass festivals we are losing Orwell,
Surrey Mini-Festival
and possibly South
Essex. It’s a good
time to think about
what makes festivals
successful and
sustainable.
The music comes first, naturally. You
need some exciting headline bands - the
more authentic and virtuosic the bands,
the better! In addition to the ‘stars’, the
programme should feature regular
favourites as well as some new acts. A
mix of bluegrass, Old Time and a bit of
Americana is probably the formula.
Second, the more people attending the
better! A good mix of older and
younger participants is the ideal. Most
Bluegrass fans are amateur musicians
and there is a demand for workshops to
show us how it should be done and to
expand our musical knowledge.
Opportunities for sessions and open
mikes are also essential for the more
confident amateurs. We pickers like to
get together and share the excitement
of making music. It helps if there is a
firm, experienced hand leading and
guiding the sessions. And you need a
space that is reasonable warm, dry and
out of the sun.
It’s good to have pleasant surroundings preferably lots of nature, including trees
for shade. Also, for us city slickers, it’s
nice to see the stars at night (and hear
the nightingales…). The weather is an
unpredictable factor - you can live with
a bit of rain or a little cold spell but
preferably you want a bit of sun and
warmth: in case it turns wet or cold you
need a hall or a substantial marquee.
Basic facilities for campers are essential,
of course - well-stocked toilets, hot
showers, Elsan and water points, waste
disposal, etc.
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Finally, food and hot drink availability is
a factor although many people selfcater. I take only ‘emergency’ supplies
with me, so I’m glad of a hot meal.
I’m pleased to say that the Battlefield
Bluegrass Festival scored highly on all
the above main requirements. Brian
Dowdall and his team have put together
a great festival at the Naseby Village
Hall. It may not be huge but it has heart.
And although it might put some off he is on a mission: ‘Traditional Bluegrass’
is spelled out on every poster and flyer.
He has gathered together a coterie of
top-flight UK musicians supporting this
effort to help us Brits play bluegrass
‘like it should be played’.
The musical programme was full with
afternoon and evening concerts on
Friday and Saturday featuring the headliners Czech band G-runs & Roses and
over a dozen UK bands, who would be
familiar to most festival-goers, including
Rocky Road Pilgrims (Brian’s own band),
Native Grass, Biggin Hillbillies, Alden
Patterson & Dashwood, Grove Band,
Moretons, Morris Boys, Old Grey Dogs.
New acts included, Paul Brewer and
Terry Hymers in their new duo format,
Howie Burton’s Bass Tree String Band
and my own band Molly & The
Blackbriars. Guy Rogers appeared in a
number of formats (Leen Valley, Cold
Spring) - most impressively, solo. The
versatile Gill Smith played bass for three
of the bands.
The Czech headliners, G-runs & Roses,
were quite simply amazing. Fronted by
multi-instrument-master Ralph Schut
they provided two full sets and a band
workshop. All of them are consummate
musicians and their harmony singing
was magical. They were both authentic
in their playing of traditional bluegrass
as well as superb in their interpretation
of more modern and cross-genre
numbers (including ‘Valerie’…).
Instrument workshops helped to spread
the traditional bluegrass gospel to the
amateur acolytes - me among them.
Tomas Dvorak (fiddle player for G-runs),
Noel Dashwood (the top Dobro player in
the UK in my opinion), guitar master
Chris Moreton and the ever-popular Joe
McIlvenny and Nigel Canter providing
their insights on banjo and fiddle
respectively. These workshops provide a
boost to the army of amateur players
that make up most of the festival-goers.

Naseby has a unique feature - the
instrumental competitions. These
competitions are held at several US
festivals where the prizes can be lifechanging: banjo monster Jeff Scroggins
is still playing the banjo he won in a
festival competition.
Although I believe they were held at
some of the early festivals in the UK, like
Edale, the competition concept is not
common in the UK and as far as I know
this is the only festival that features one.
Consequently people are not sure how
to react. However, with some
encouragement from the organiser, the
competitions proved to be quite…well,
competitive, with a couple being won by
the stars of the headline Czech band. My
favourite entry was (what seemed like) a
10-year-old boy who played - very
confidently - a couple of numbers on his
child-sized guitar, including the theme
from Mission Impossible! The
competition over-ran its allotted time,
taking double the hour that had been
programmed, so we were treated to a
wide range of tunes - and different skill
levels. The prizes were attractive glass
trophies and a certificate signed by all of
the judges (including a US guest judge,
Missy Daley - for authenticity). I was able
to take one home: I still have my prize
from the first competition - which was
an oil painting of a banjo by Brian’s wife
Olya - proudly displayed in my hallway
at home.
Another special feature of the festival
was the presence of Sim Daley, a
musician and luthier extraordinaire. Sim
worked for several years on Gibson’s
mandolins and produces his own
instruments. He had his tools with him
and was able to add his magic to a
number of instruments over the
weekend (including mine, just before
the competition!). In addition, in a short
presentation he offered his observations
on bluegrass in Nashville: vocal
harmonies are the key and that requires
work; one instrumental numbers per set
is enough. And some of the US kids can
play phenomenally well because that is
all that they do!
On the catering front, Brian was let
down by the caterer at the last minute
but - in its place - he managed to rustle
up a friendly purveyor of Caribbean
food (including some very nice veggie
wraps). So, no cheesy chips for me this
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time. Olya was on seemingly-permanent
duty at the bar tent as well as providing
hot drinks and Sunday breakfast.
Brian is a keen session man and the
festival did not disappoint. Beginning on
Thursday evening the jamming started,
to be followed 6 with some intervals –
over the rest of the festival. Most
evenings the enthusiastic jamming
would have carried on but the facilities
had to be locked up.
Brian’s Big Easy Jam, included printed
songbooks was another innovation and
was attended by a capacity crowd.
I missed the Gospel session on Sunday

(and the Grand Finale) but with Brian’s
religious enthusiasm supported by his
band and many other like-minded
performers (including Paul & Terry) I am
sure it went off appropriately.
The business model for this festival is
interesting. Obviously, for any promoter,
there is a potential financial risk. As I
understand it, Brian’s approach is to
minimise the ‘fixed costs’ costs as much
as possible. To achieve this he uses a
profit-sharing arrangement for the
bands contributing to the shows. This is
supplemented by a sponsor for the main
headline band (so that the band has a
minimum level of revenue for their

attendance). Of course, this limits the
number of bands willing to perform but there seem to be enough to make
up an attractive programme. The bar
profits help to supplement the income.
Overall, it is non-profit-making,
although some income is ploughed
back into equipment for the next
festival. It is mainly the volunteers (and
volunteer musicians) that make it
happen.
Thanks to Brian, Olya and support
team for all their hard work. Hopefully
I’ll see you there next year!
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Man About A Horse
By Chris A. Courogen

mandolin players, and a pair of
fiddlers later, is history.

The story about
Man About A
Horse begins in
December 2013
with two guys who
met at the monthly
bluegrass jam at a
neighborhood bar
in the Philadelphia
hipster enclave
known as the
Northern Liberties.

“I said that I’d really like to find
two other guys who like to pick
and sing harmony,” says Royles,
who handles much of the band’s
vocal duties and writes a good
share of their original tunes. “He
said ‘I know a banjo player,’ and
that was the beginning of the
band.”

It was there that guitar player Matt
Royles met bassman Matt Thomas.
The rest, three banjo pickers, four

Thomas actually played the
mandolin in that original
threesome. “The band was starting
to get good, but I was a terrible
mandolin player. I don’t make any
qualms about that. But I knew a
guy who was much better than me,
so I made the switch to bass,” he
says. “We’ve upgraded significantly
since then.”
The band has been through some
changes. That original mandolin
player found the time commitment
incompatible with his day job as a
school teacher. His replacement

took a job in Baltimore and found
the logistics of the commute
unworkable. The first banjo player
moved to Nashville, the second to
Guatemala. Each time Thomas and
Royles found replacements and the
band moved on.
Man About A Horse was a fourpiece outfit for a while before
adding a fiddle player not long
after releasing their debut EP in
2015. She left the band last year
after finding the band’s
increasingly demanding schedule
incompatible with raising a
newborn baby. They played a few
dates without a fiddle player, but
ultimately decided to fill that slot.
“We just felt like the band, at its
full expression, should have a fiddle
in it,” Royles says. “There is
something about the sound of a
five-piece bluegrass band with a
fiddle in it. That’s something we
want in the band. When we have
the fiddle we feel like we are
hitting on all cylinders.”
Each time they have made a
personnel change, the band has not
skipped a beat. In fact, some would
argue they have gotten a little

better with each change, no small
feat given the caliber of the
musicians that have been replaced.
When they lost their second banjo
player, they found Dan Whitener,
who responded to a Craig’s List
post. Whitener, a classically trained
musician with a Master’s Degree in
choral conducting who also plays
with the hip-hop bluegrass mashup
project Gangstagrass, shares both
the lead vocal and songwriting
duties with Royles.
“We’ve been lucky. Every time
somebody says they are going to
leave the band we’re like ‘shoot,
now what will we do? How will we
ever be this good again?’ But we
keep finding gold,” says Thomas.
“With everybody we’ve brought
into the band, it’s like we keep
winning the lottery.”
The latest addition is Eric Lee on
fiddle, the band’s first member
from outside the Philadelphia area.
The Massachusetts resident, a solid
singer-songwriter in his own rite
who released a solo album of his
own last year and has played with
Peter Rowan, was originally a
temporary hire to fill the void left

by Liz Carlson’s departure for a few
gigs last fall, including the IBMA’s
Bluegrass Ramble and the
Freshgrass Festival, which is held
near Boston.
“Eric was originally a fill in, but
after we won the Freshgrass band
competition, we realized we
sounded pretty good with him,”
Thomas says.
That Freshgrass contest win
brought the band a Nashville studio
session, where they recorded an
Alison Brown produced single. In
March they signed with Dark
Shadow Recording. They’ll be in the
studio this fall to record what will
be the band’s second full-length
album, with Stephen Mougin, of
the Sam Bush Band, producing.
Between now and then the band
has a busy touring schedule that
includes a 15-date tour of the UK
that will include appearances at the
Maverick Festival in Woodbridge
and the South Essex Bluegrass
Festival in West Thurrock. The band
will also be playing a number of
major festivals in the states,
including DelFest and the Grey Fox

Bluegrass Festival, two of the
largest festivals in the northeastern
U.S.
Despite the personnel changes, the
band has remained true to its
Philadelphia roots. Don’t expect
songs about life in a cabin in a
holler. Similar to Mile Twelve, which
hails from Boston, Man About a
Horse has a contemporary style
with pop influences. They’ve been
known to cover such eclectic bands
as Radio shead and Philly’s own
Hall and Oats. At the same time,
though, their music retains a solid
bluegrass feel. You can’t help but
feel like it’s the sort of songs Bill
Monroe himself might be writing
where he still alive and had moved
to the city.
“It’s just the evolution of it,” says
Thomas. “Some originals, some
traditional songs, and some goofy
pop covers. That’s our formula.”
You can see a few videos and look
at their full schedule at
http://manabout.horse.
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“AFTER ALL THIS TIME"
Blue moon Rising

This recording from" BLUE MOON
RISING" is a very listenable and
intense bluegrass and country style
experience. I have not had the
pleasure of hearing them before, but
now I have I will be looking for
more!
The line-up, a six piece band, has a
tremendous array of talent.
The three founding members have
been with the band twenty years,
Chris West on guitar, Keith Garret
mandolin, and Tim Tipton on bass.
They are joined on the album by
Ransall Massengill guitar, Brandon
Bostic resonator guitar and last, but
certainly not least, Justin Jenkins on
banjo. The bands first single
"Louisville rambler", featured here at
number seven, hit number one spot
on the roots music report, came in at
number two on bluegrass today in
February and has stayed in the top
ten ever since.
Kicking off with some intense
resonator guitar "one dollar bill
blues" written by Townes VanZandh
has a powerful lyric. One can really
indentify the bluegrass roots of the
band in the solid accomplished
instrumentation and vocals. Next up,
"I'm leaving you", a Chris West song,
a great country vibe on the Dobro.
The octave fiddle guested here by
Brandon Godman, the mandolin and
banjo sharing a break and that banjo
player showing some terrific Earl
influence!
Shawn Camp and Herb McCuloughs
14

"Fallen star saloon has a wonderful
instrumental cadence underlining the
lyrics, withintelligent use of the
Dobro again.
"It doesn't matter anymore" well we
all know that one, the great Paul
Anka song made a massive hit by
Buddy holly, I was waiting to be
critical when I saw the title, but the
truth is it’s a really fine
interpretation, opening with the
punchy banjo and the dobro solo a
peach. The vocal is very fine, not
copying Buddy, but giving an
excellent feel to the lyric.
"Me and lonesome again" has a
more bluegrassy sound to me. I love
the banjo and fiddle. It is difficult to
pick out favourite instruments, as
they are all so well integrated, the
players have the sensitivity to each
other that playing for a long time
together produces.
Stand by me, (no not that one!) has a
moody strong feel, underpinned by
the banjo and Dobro swapping in
and out. An early favourite for me on
the album.
"Long chain on". A good song with
that signature blend of banjo and
dobro. Nice harmonies.
"I know love now”, another great
Chris West song. Real country with
steel and a vocal very like Alan
Jackson. A definite favourite on this
album and could easily be a
mainstream hit.
"The rocket" very country flavoured
with a moody and touching lyric.
"They won't believe", the gospel
song I've been waiting for! Great
vocal harmonies and lead singing,
with a banjo solo. A definite
standout for me, straight and
Scruggsy.
"Gun that never was for sale".
Smooth and sweet. How to play the
banjo on a slow song! Every note
ringing true with great tone.
Finishing on an all time favourite of
mine, the Flatt and Scruggs beauty
that is " We'll meet again
sweetheart". Beautifully smooth and
timed traditional bluegrass, sounding
like it is the first time you ever heard

it. Superb!
Blue moon rising are a great
traditional sounding bluegrass band,
not a copy of the old time bands, but
sounding like they are a first
generation band, distinctive and
classy ,an album for all fans of the
genre.
Produced by Blue Mood Rising.
Recorded by, mixed and mastered by
Brandon Bolstic,
Root Note Studios, Spring Hill T.N.
Mountain Fever Records
www.mountainfever.com
www.bluemoonrisingband.com

“On Time”
Colebrook Road
Mountain Fever records
I inadvertently asked two persons to
review this CD without realising, so
I’m including both, to give
alternative views. - Ed.

Recently signed to the Mountain
Fever record label. “On time” is the
3rd album from emerging Midwest
acoustic band, Colebrook Road. The
album appears to have caused quite a
stir since its release, at the time of
writing “On time” broke in to the
top 10 on the Bluegrass Today charts.
The band made up of songwriter,
Jesse Eisenbise - Guitar, Vocals. Mark
Rast - Banjo, vocals. Jeff Campbell Bass, vocals. Wade Yankey Mandolin. Joe Mcanulty - Fiddle,
vocals Boast a host of awards from
various bluegrass festival band
contests. The band members
individually have laid claim to a
wealth of accolades, including
instrumental contest wins from
telluride bluegrass festival and
Merlefest to name just a few.
“On time” presents 10 self-penned
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tracks, an effort in itself which
deserves a good deal of respect.
Highlights of the album for me were.
Title track, “On time” immediately
catches attention with interesting
cross rhythm’s and intricate
arrangement. “Farther down the
line” is fast paced, heavily musically
punctuated and significantly
powerful in terms of rhythm. Mabon,
a complex tune within which the
listener can clearly hear the influence
which bands such as the Infamous
Stringdusters have had on Colebrook
Road.

religious sect that eschews modern
conveniences like automobiles and
electricity in favor of horse drawn
carriages and plows.
It’s not unlike the music on the band’s
third album, “On Time,” which
weaves between modern, progressive
bluegrass and songs solidly rooted in
tradition. All in all, like a drive on
Colebrook Road on a bright, spring
afternoon with the sunroof open and
the music loud, it makes for a very
enjoyable ride.

Finally, Cora Leigh is my favourite
track from the album. In 3/4 time, the
song depicts the feelings of an absent
lover, pining for his love. The melody
of the song is prominent and Mark
Rast’s banjo work in waltz time is
excellent.

Guitarist Jesse Eisenbise handles most
of the vocals and wrote most of the
songs. Eisenbise. and mandolinist
Wade Yankey, formed the band 10
years ago. Fiddler Joe McAnulty and
bassman Jeff Campbell made it a
quartet initially. These days the band
is a five-piece outfit with Mark Rast
on the five string.

Overall, I found “On time” to be a
challenging listen. The tracks are
intricately arranged and are regularly
very complex in the feel of the
rhythm, sometimes in my opinion,
jarringly so. There are some
tuning/pitch issues which are evident
throughout the recording, sadly this
does sour the listening experience.

To borrow what seems to be
everybody’s favorite compliment,
they are the real deal. The band
spent its weekends last summer on
the festival circuit, including an
appearance at the venerable Grey
Fox Bluegrass Festival. They also were
part of the IBMA’s Bluegrass Ramble
last fall.

Hard copies of the album both on CD
and Vinyl are available from the
bands website,
www.colebrookroad.com The album
is also available to stream on Spotify,
Apple Music, amazon and google
play.

Yankey, Mcanulty, and Rast are all
decorated award-winners on their
tools. Eisenbise is a pretty fair flatpicker with a strong, clear voice and a
knack for writing intelligent,
contemporary lyrics that feel old and
familiar like a favorite sweater.

Chris Cooper

Review by Chris A. Courogen
The Central Pennsylvania bluegrass
band Colebrook Road references a
two-lane country road that winds
through the countryside sort of in
between the cities of Harrisburg and
Lancaster.
It’s a fitting name in a number of
ways. For starters, it sort of
represents the connection between
the bands’ five members, some of
whom live near Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania’s state capital, and some
of whom live close to Lancaster,
about an hour to the east. Between
the two bustling urban centers,
Colebrook Road wins through rich
farmland, much of it tended to by
Amish farmers, members of a

It doesn’t take long to get into “On
Time.” The album opens with the
title cut, an ode to the morning
commute. McAnulty kicks it off with
the mandolin and the rest of the
band kicks it into high gear. It’s a
musical time-lapse video of early
morning in a busy train station with
one hurried gent, then two and then
a crowd, scurrying in different
directions, all in a hurry, yet coming
together like a choreographed dance.
Caged Bird, which follows, is another
romp through a busy life. “It don’t
matter where you roam,” Eisenbise
tells us. “We’re all just heading
home.” McAnulty has a monster
fiddle break in the middle of this
one, one of many the classically
trained violinist plays on this album.
“Farther On Down The Line,” the

album’s nod to their proximity to
Pennsylvania’s coal mining region, is
set in another era, when miners
toiled “way down in a dark and dusty
mine.” But the symbolic relationship
with the title cuts’ commuters is clear.
Rast’s banjo opening sets the pace
and the rest of the band follows.
McAnulty, whose other jobs include
serving as concertmaster for a
symphony orchestra, also penned the
album’s loan instrumental, “Mabon.”
It’s another high energy, fast-paced
number, with the entire band
showing off its picking prowess,
including Campbell, who showed he
can do more than just keep these
boys driving hard by laying down a
few jazz-tinged measures on a sweet
bass solo.
While much of the album is played
with a pace and energy that has a
modern, progressive tinge,
traditionalists will enjoy “On Time,”
too, especially on numbers like “To
Love Again,” “Cora Leigh” and
“Evening Rain.”
The album’s lone cover tune is a nod
to Paul Simon, and to their loyal fans,
who have made their version of “Boy
in the Bubble” a favorite at the
band’s live shows. It’s a clever
bluegrass arrangement of the Simon
tune, highlighted by a percussion
solo. That is right — a percussion
solo. Not to worry, traditionalists. No
drums were harmed in recording this
number. It’s an infectious rhythm
experience created entirely by
tapping, striking, chopping, etc. with
their string instruments. It’s fun to
watch live. If you’ve not seen the
band, you’ll want to search You Tube.
This is the band’s first album since
signing with Mountain Fever Records
at last August’s Gettysburg Bluegrass
Festival. The band co-produced the
album with engineer Amanda Cook,
of Mountain Fever.
Yankey says traveling to the labels
studio in Virginia was a different
experience for the band, which took
weeks, a little here-a little there,
recording its previous two albums
independently in studios near home.
Having to track the entire album in a
short, scheduled period of time was
different. Yakesy said the schedule
felt tighter, more focused, and more
businesslike. You can hear that on the
album.
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captured live.
“On Time” is available on CD or Vinyl
through the band’s web site at
https://colebrookroad.com/store. The
album is also available on most major
download and streaming sites.

It’s nice, though, to occasionally listen
to the studio LPs for a reminder of
what those songs sounded like when
they were young, before the
improvisation and jamming of live
performance after live performance
helped them evolve. It is a reminder
that the music is a living, constantly
changing, thing with a life of its own.
These are the baby pictures.

”Rise Sun”
The Infamous
Stringdusters
By Chris A. Courogen
“The map says my way takes too long
But I wanna get there late“
Infamous Stringdusters,
“Somewhere in Between”
The message was there the whole
time, hidden in plain site like some
sort of bluegrass version of the old
Beatles Walrus clues. It might seem a
little strange hiding it seven songs in
on the album, but hey, these boys
are artists and artists do odd things
sometimes.
Why the Infamous Stringdusters hid
the key to enjoying their new album,
“Rise Sun,” seven songs deep, in the
middle of a song about indecision,
well, that is a question you’d have to
ask them. All we know is we found it
there.
We’d been listening to this album for
more than a month and the entire
time we’d been struggling with
trying to write this review. We have a
policy of only writing about music we
like. But you cannot expect publicists
to hook you up with advance copies
of albums to review if you don’t
actually write the review.
How then were we going to write
about “Rise Sun,” which we were
convinced we just were not that fond
of. It wasn’t as if it was a bad album.
It really is pretty good. Yet it is a
disappointment in that we’d become
used to the Stringdusters’ can-wetop-this trend of the last three
albums — “Let It Go,” the femalefueled “Ladies and Gentlemen,” and
the Grammy-winning “Laws of
Gravity.”
Likewise, we have lost count at how
many times, post a Dusters show,
we’ve remarked to others about how
just when you think they can’t get
any better, they do. This is a band
that literally has always seemed
better every show and every album.
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Then along comes the hand-clapping
title cut that opens the album like a
first frame gutter ball. The first time
we heard the song, all we could think
was how much it was going to suck
live when the crowd, no more than
three-quarters of whom will be in
time, joins in.
It seems contrived, artificial, and so
un-Stringduster-like. It’s the recorded
equivalent of those cameramen
signaling the crowd to wave their
arms back and forth on those big,
televised concert “events” or artificial
noise at a sporting event.
The bigger problem was the mood it
set, hearing “Rise Sun” first. After
that, our jaded mode was on hair
trigger. We found ourselves wanting
to describe perfectly fine lyrics as
10th grade English class poetry.
Then, by accident, we discovered the
secret. Unintentionally placing it on
shuffle play, we found ourselves
really enjoying the album until about
five songs in, when it shuffled to
“Rise Sun.” Thinking maybe we were
on to something, we did it
intentionally, listening to the entire
album, in order, after giving the
leadoff guy an intentional walk. It
was on the sixth song we heard that
we realized we just wanted to get
there late.
No, this album does not measure up
to its immediate predecessors. It
would be tempting to suggest you’d
better spend your limited
entertainment dollars on
downloading a live Dusters show or
two from their Nugs powered live
downloads site
(http://www.thestringdusters.com/live
-downloads). But by that logic, we’d
never buy an Infamous Stringdusters
studio album. They are one of those
bands that are always better

Someday, a few years down the road,
some of these songs will be standards
in Stringdusters sets. And some will
be forgotten, or perhaps will have
become one of those special rarities
that people go nuts about when it
appears on a setlist every 15 months
or so.
Produced by Billy Hume, who also
produced “Laws of Gravity,” this
project was conceived and created in
the order it appears on the album.
Forget all that stuff about “a hard
life makes a good song.” This one is
intended to be a concept album
about the power of positivity.
"Rise Sun was sparked by the feeling
of something better, more awareness,
and more compassion," said band
member Andy Hall, in a release about
the album. "It's a message of taking
care of each other, our planet, and
ourselves."
“If You’re Gonna Love Someone,” is
one of the songs we cannot wait to
hear stretched out in a live set. It’s
classic dusters, with Travis Book’s
stellar vocals, with strong three part
harmony. It also features some of the
best picking on the album, especially
on a midsong segment when Chris
Pandolfi (banjo), Jeremy Garrett
(fiddle), Hall (dobro), and Andy Falco
(guitar) take turns on the
instrumental breaks.
“Long Time Going,” co-Written with
Jon Weisberger, is another we’d
expect to translate real well live, with
Garrett’s plaintive vocals and a
bouncy chorus over Pandolfi’s banjo
and Hall’s resonator has a lot of
stretch-it-out jamming potential
“Thunder” is one of the most
philosophically upbeat songs on the
album and one of the best.“White
mountains, big blue sea; Deep
canyons, tall green trees.” It’s vintage
Dusters.
We’re also fond of the song Jeremy
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Garrett co-wrote with Kim Richey,
“Carry me Away,” another banjodriven romp that has break out into
an extended jam written all over it.
Another favorite is the instrumental
“Cloud Valley,” is a six-minute science
fiction themed instrumental that will
remind one of their popular live
covers of the 2001 A Space Odyssey
theme.
“Wake the Dead,” co-written with
Josh Shilling of Mountain Heart, is
almost scary good. Scary in that, if
properly promoted, could be a
crossover hit on contemporary
country stations with its catchy
melody and party anthem chorus.
From there, it’s a short leap to adding
a drummer. Don’t believe it? Ask Old
Crow or Steep Canyon.
So far that is not likely to happen. At
least it does not appear anybody is
pushing it. The band released a video
of the title cut early, and also
released Andy Falco’s rollicking closer
“Truth and Love” as a single
https://youtu.be/1yzPpNbrrns
Suffice to say, that song closes the
album much better than the title cut
opens it.
“It is a message of hope, and it
focuses on what really is important in
life. I felt like I needed this song to
remind me of all this, and I thought
maybe others could use a reminder as
well,” Falco told American
Songwriter magazine.
It’s also the sort of song that will send
the crowd dancing out into the night
when they pull it out for a closer. It
has encore written all over it.
Infamous Stringdusters “Rise Sun” is
available on CD or as a double LP on
vinyl on their web site.
https://thestringdusters.shop.musict
oday.com/dept/risesun?cp=40518_104497

“Take Two”
Leon Hunt & Jason Titley
(Get Real Records GGRCD022)
I’m a great admirer of these two
musicians. I first stumbled across
Leon & Jason as part of Daily Planet,
whose second CD, The Big Scoop I
discovered on one of my regular
forages in small record shops in
which I would search for gems…and

sure enough I found one in a now
long-gone record store in downtown
Bal-Ham in south west London. Had
it been vinyl, it would be unpayable
now…worn out after so many
listenings and trying to play along
and keep up with the inventive
twists and turns of both the playing
of the tunes themselves, as well as
the breadth of imagination on show
in so many of the instrumental
breaks.
Declaration of interest: I’ve had the
good fortune to be taught banjo by
Leon and to be interviewed by Jason
on his fabulous internet radio show
(The Jason Titley Radio Show
www.jasontitleyradioshow.co.uk)
Both Leon and Jason are lovely
players, tasteful and measured
musicians, always aware of what the
music needs…caressing or blasting; a
fusillade or a single note.
This is not a track-by-track review,
but I will pull out the music that
caught my ears and why…and then
you can get hold of it, write your
own personal review…which ever
tracks/tunes/songs become your
favourite I am here to guarantee that
you will find at least several that will
worm their way into your internal
juke box…insistently…
For me, for example, I was first struck
by the unison playing on Matt
Flinner’s Cold Quarters…it’s tight as a
gnat’s cliché and the transition to the
traditional Kitchen Girl is so neat and
tidy and demonstrates how well and
tastefully they play, with great
intonation even at speed.
The title of the album, “not only
refers to the number of us sitting in
front of the microphones, it’s also a
reference to the material we’ve
chosen for this collection. All of the
tunes…are firm favourites which
we’ve played in bigger line-ups over
the years.”
Before I listened to the CD, I
wondered how Jason might
accompany (and solo) on Leon’s own
Miles Apart, given that on Leon’s first
recording of this (2006), he was
accompanied by four other great, US
players: David Grier, Matt Flinner,
Stuart Duncan and Viktor Krauss. But
of course, Jason stamps his own
authority on this version and without
question does an outstanding job…if
you are lucky enough to be able to
play the two side-by-side (as it were)

you’ll get what I’m saying…same
tune, same notes, different
music…both wonderful.
Mostly, comparisons are invidious, but
the contrast in the number of
musicians and therefore the texture
of the overall, is relevant. Similarly,
the Robbie Robertson song, Ophelia,
which I first heard in the 1978 Martin
Scorsese documentary, The Last Waltz.
There it is given the whole concert
treatment and here Jason and Leon
with 11 strings between them, sing
and harmonise, play and romp,
seemingly with abandon!
I love it all (sorry if I sound like a
grovelling lickspittle of a fawning
creep…) and the duo format works
for me not least because of their
consummate musicianship.
In addition I love the eclecticism of
the 10 track whole…from Leon’s
original tunes, of which there are four
(the aforementioned Miles Apart, plus
Druidstone, Morning Would and
Boss); alongside Bill Monroe (Pike
County Breakdown and Little Cabin
On The Hill), to Jerry Douglas and
Bela Fleck (The Lochs of Dread);
Jason’s M.A.D. and a couple of
traditional tunes (Kitchen Girl and
Jimmy’s Barnyard Shuffle).
I’m a great lover of what small
combinations of instruments can do duos, trios, quartets – not only do
they allow space for each instrument
to be itself alongside another or other
instruments. For me, the sum of the
parts is often much greater than the
simple number of instruments. As
they say in their sleeve notes: “Had
we known just how much fun playing
as a duo would turn out to be, we’d
have done it years ago!”
Trevor Hyett
www.leonandjason.com
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“Tim O’Brien Band”
by The Tim O’Brien Band
It’s almost hard to believe Tim
O’Brien has been at it this long. It
seems like just yesterday he and
banjo picker Pete Wernick, along
with bassist Nick Forster, burst onto
the scene with their band Hot Rize.

stalwarts. Cobb has appeared on
albums from the likes of Willie
Nelson, John Prine, Ray Stevens and
bluegrass standouts like Becky Buller,
The Osborne Brothers, and guitar
prodigy Billy Strings. Sauber’s credits
include albums with Peter Rowan and
John Fogerty. Five-time IBMA award
winner Mike Bub, who spent 13 years
in Del McCoury’s band, holds down
the bass.

Hot Rize played what some have
called “neotraditional” bluegrass, a
sort of traditional, but not too
traditional, reaction to the more
progressive stylings of the hippie
bluegrass of the likes of New Grass
Revival.

Sauber and Cobb shine throughout,
especially on O’Brien’s interesting
take Norman Blake’s “Last Train to
Poor Valley,” which starts off with
O’Brien’s guitar before giving away to
Sauber picking a melodic banjo
underneath Cobb’s haunting fiddle.

Review by Chris A. Courogen

That, as Hot Rize’s anniversary tour
last year reminded us, was 40 years
ago. In that span, O’Brien has gone
from being one of the hot young
newcomers to one of bluegrass
music’s established stalwarts. Now,
after 36 albums, including two
Grammy winners, and a handful of
IBMA awards, including two for Male
Vocalist of the Year and two for Song
of the Year, O’Brien is back with a
new album that will only enhance his
stature as one of modern bluegrass’
greats.
“Tim O’Brien Band,” his first album
with his current band, is a 13-song
tour-de-force that seems bound to
garner O’Brien even more honors. It
might just be his finest effort since
Red on Blonde, his iconic 1996
bluegrass tribute to Bob Dylan’s
music.
O’Brien draws from a variety of
influences on this one. Two songs are
his own compositions, including
“Crooked Road,” the number that
closes out the album and at the same
time points to more good music to
come.

“Chameleon.” That version was
good. This take, driven by Patrick
Sauber’s banjo and featuring
O’Brien’s longtime partner Jan
Fabricius on harmony vocals and
Shad Cobb’s fiddle fills, is even better.
The same can be said for “Drunkard’s
Walk,” a J.D. Hutchison composition
that O’Brien released as a digital
single in 2016 as part of his Short
Order Sessions series. On that
recording, it was a bare, almost
gospel arrangement with O’Brien
accompanying himself on the
mandola. Here it has a lot more
bounce with the backing of the full
band, including O’Brien playing both
guitar and mandolin, and Fabricius’
harmony.
Fabricius figures prominently
throughout the album, contributing
backing vocals and also playing
mandolin on a pair of songs, “My
Love Lies in the Ground” (written by
Dirk Powell) and “Amazing Love,”
which O’Brien co-wrote with Dan
Auerbach of The Black Keys. She also
sings lead on “The Other Woman,” a
jaunty story about a woman who was
there when she was needed.

Blake is not the only legend O’Brien
covers on this album. On “Pastures of
Plenty,” O’Brien picks up the pace to
give Woody Guthrie’s tale of the
migrant refugees of the American
Dustbowl of the 1940s an update that
is a poignant reminder of the plight
of the immigrants who make up
much of the U.S. migrant farm
workers today.
O’Brien also updates “Diggin’ My
Potatoes,” a 1930s era Delta Blues
song credited to “Memphis Millie”
Lawler and “Doney Gal,” a traditional
cowboy song from the same era. Both
songs adapt well to O’Brien’s
bluegrass treatment and feel right at
home.
Rounding out the album are a pair of
songs in which O’Brien sings of
confronting mortality, “Beyond,”
which he co-wrote with Shawn Camp,
and “Wind,” which was written by
Hal Camp. O’Brien calls “Beyond” a
gospel version of “Ghost Riders in the
Sky,” while “Wind” conveys a
spirituality based more in nature than
in religion. Both are sort of in the
tradition of what Hot Rize always
refers to as “guilt free gospel,” which
translated means “all of the message
and none of the mess.”

“I walk a crooked road and it leads
me to tomorrow,” O’Brien sings,
almost as if to remind us of the many
twists his musical journey has taken.

The other song O’Brien wrote himself
is “La Gringa Renee” features
O’Brien’s Hot Rize bandmate, 10-time
IBMA award winner Bryan Sutton, on
guitar. It’s an interesting instrumental
piece, a tribute to Fabricius, whose
middle name is Renee. In a blog post,
O’Brien aptly describes “La Gringa”
as “Bolero-meets-Klezmer.”

“I take the things I need, I leave the
rest behind me. I use my heart to
guide me as I walk this crooked road”
almost seems as if he is telling us that
journey has led him back home to his
bluegrass roots.

Also breaking the Bill Monroe
bluegrass mold is the medley of a
pair of traditional Irish songs, Hop
Down Reel and Johnny Doherty's
Reel, which is highlighted by the
twin fiddling of O’Brien and Cobb.

While this is the first album by this
band, hence the self-titled name, it
sounds as if O’Brien has plans to keep
the gang together for a while. “This
crew has the potential to make 10
more records together and never
reach the limit of the possibilities,” he
says.

“Crooked Road” is one of two songs
O’Brien has recorded before. A
sparser, guitar and vocal only, version
appeared on his 2007 solo album

One of the things that makes this
album stand out is the band O’Brien
has put together. Cobb and Sauber
are veteran Nashville studio

That remains to be seen. But if this
first LP together is any indication, it
will be awfully enjoyable to watch
them try.
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Music Teachers
Area.......................................................Name...........................Instrument...................................................................Contact
Birmingham ..........................................Pete Ainsworth...........Banjo ..............................................................................................01788 537198
Coalville, Leics.......................................Guy Rogers..................Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin ...............................................................07961 061489
Stourbridge...........................................HazelRider ..................Banjo ..............................................................................................01384 872893
Cambs; Suffolk, Essex ..........................Richard Partridge .......Fiddle, Double Bass, Mandolin, Ukulele ......................................01440 731936
London..................................................Chris Lord....................Beginner & intermediate Banjo.......................................contact@chrislord.net
E Anglia: Cambs: London: E Sussex .....Ivor Ottley...................Fiddle.......................................................................ivorottleyviolin@gmail.com
Lancashire/Greater Manchester...........Bill Dalton ...................Dobro, Ukulele ..............................................................................01204 491088
West Kent area .....................................Rick Townend .............Fiddle,Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, Dobro........................................07951 571198
Hemel Hempstead................................Chris Lawrance ...........Banjo, Guitar, Mandolin chrislawrancebanjo@gmail.com........ 01442 215826
South Wales: .........................................Roland Emmanuel… ..mandolin, guitar vocal harmony… ..............................................07811 358475
South West............................................Bath Bluegrass School...Fiddle, Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, Dobro, Dble Bass. Bathbluegrassschool.co.uk
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British Bluegrass
Festival/Event Calendar 2019/20
2019
30 Aug - 1 Sept. Didmarton, Glos. Didmarton-bluegrass.co.uk
5 – 8 Sept Gower Bluegrass Festival, Nr Swansea, Wales.
13 – 15 Sept. Cornish Bluegrass Festival. Newquay. cornishbluegrass.co.uk
27 – 29 Sept. Moniaive Michaelmas Bluegrass Festival. moniaivebluegrass.com
22 – 24 Nov. Clyro Court Picking weekend. HR3 5LE. 01497 820033
23 Nov. Battlefield Bluegrass Day, Naseby Village Hall. Battlefieldbluegrass.co.uk

2020
6 – 7 March Bristol Bluegrass & Americana weekend. Folk House, Bristol.
13 – 17 April. 25th Sorefingers week. Kingham Hill School. www.sorefingers.co.uk
7 – 10 May. Crossover Festival. Venue TBC. www.crossoverfest.com
21 – 24 May. Battlefield Bluegrass Festival, Naseby. battlefieldbluegrass.co.uk
12 – 14 June. Clyro Court Picking weekend. HR3 5LE. 01497 820033
4 July. Yorkshire Americana & Bluegrass Day. Huddersfield. truenorthmusic.co.uk
30 Aug – 1 Sept. Appalachian & Bluegrass Festival, Omagh. NI. nmni.com/bluegrass-omagh
25 – 27 Oct. Sorefingers weekend. Kingham Hill School. www.sorefingers.co.uk

All listings printed as such are active members of the BBMA festival discount scheme
Details as notified at time of publication. No guarantee is given for accuracy.
For additions or alterations: John Boston - calendar@britishbluegrass.co.uk
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European news and views...
A little while since I
have been able to
submit an article to BBN
as moving from one
country to another and
managing and with
some building works,
takes up a more than a
little time and energy.
There has even been
weeks between picking
up the banjo and
practicing…not a bad
thing I hear some say.
For this article I have chosen two
of the most successful ingredients
in the European bluegrass scene,
the La Roche Bluegrass Festival and
Prucha Banjos, as well as few
thoughtful comments on the
future of bluegrass on this side of
the Atlantic
La Roche Festival is held each year
around the first weekend of
August, with a teaching camp in
the preceding days and bands over
the main four days from Europe
and the USA.
As most will know, the festival is
massive in terms of the audience
numbers, quality and variety of
bands as well as the very well
appointed food area and friendly
volunteers.
The excellent and energetic band
Rapdigrass lead the camp
instruction as well as playing
onstage in the main event.
Rapdigrass also invite the winning
band in the competition to play at
their own festival in Colorado the
following June and donate a big
chunk of money to cover travel
expenses.
The 2018 band competition, which
is such a significant part of the
festival, was won, as most fans in
the UK will know, by The Often
Herd. They stole the show with
their musicianship, vocals,
arrangements and overall fun. This
22

year we will see bands from the
Czech and Slovak Republics,
Hungary, Sweden and from the UK
the Jaywalkers.
Giving my own association a plug,
EBMA is proud to partner La Roche
in the band competition by adding
to the prize money for first, second
and third place…The Often Herd
boys were quick to ask me if it
could be retrospective, but sadly
for them…No.
Headline bands this year will
include from the UK The Ben
Somers Band and The Often Herd
as returning winners and from the
USA Mile Twelve, Lovers Leap and
Della Mae.

Last year, IBMA gave its
Distinguished Achievement Award
to Christopher Howard-Williams, in
recognition of the contribution
that he and the organising team
and volunteers had made to the
world of bluegrass, through the
continuing success of the La Roche
Festival.
The story of Prucha Banjos is the
story of the man himself. When
you first meet Jaroslav Prucha, you
are greeted with a warm smile, a
friendly handshake and a getting
to know you attitude. Everyone
calls him “Jarda” and he is one of
the most knowledgeable and best
skilled instrument makers in the
bluegrass world. He is, like most of
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us, a complete “banjo nut”, being
slightly obsessed with how they
are made and how they are
played.
To know how it all started you
have to go back to when his
homeland of Czechoslovakia (now
the Czech and Slovak Republics)
was on the other side of the Iron
Curtain. Western influence in
music and culture, especially
American, was not only frowned
upon but could have significant
consequences if discovered.
However radio waves know no
geographical borders and Jarda
and his school friends could listen
to US military forces broadcasts
from across the border in
Germany, often playing… guess
what? …Bluegrass music!

As I write, the results of the
European elections are coming in
with a significant number of
younger people voting. What has
this got to do with bluegrass? You
may well ask. Absolutely nothing
except that the bluegrass world on
this side of the Atlantic needs to
engage with and attract younger
people if it is to have a future.
We do have young and
exceptionally talented musicians
around who have a professional
approach and are even trying to
make a living from music. But
without the festivals, concerts to
book them, and audiences to play
to, they will work more and more

away from our music.
We have seen festivals close,
dwindling numbers of fans as age
takes over, and more and more
touring bands occupying the space
that is left, much to the detriment
of home-grown talent. Bluegrass
on this side of the Atlantic needs
to think outside the box and its
bubble to bring in more younger
people, not just as fans but with
the courage and enthusiasm to
become festival and concert
organisers.
Eugene o’ Brien

Captivated by the sound of
bluegrass from the age of 15,
especially the banjo, he wanted to
learn to play it, but could only get
his hands on a homemade
instrument with a modified guitar
neck. Learning to play he started
exploring the music and as an
engineering student was inspired
to make his own banjo, which he
did, including all the metal parts as
well as the neck, rim and
resonator.
With a growing interest in
bluegrass music in the country,
many fans wanted to play so Jarda
made and sold more of his banjos,
which led him to set up his own
business…he was 19 years old!
Over the years he has grown his
business and his instruments to
stand shoulder to shoulder
alongside the likes of Stelling,
Deering, Gibson and Huber. He
exhibits and sells on both sides of
the Atlantic and you will find him
at IBMA, SPBGMA and many
festivals. In 2018 Prucha Banjos
celebrated 40 years and is currently
close to finishing the construction
of a large workshop near Prague.
Celebrated for the tone and
workmanship alike, you will find
then in the hands of some of the
best players around in Europe and
the USA, such as banjoists Alison
Brown, Tony Furtado, Jason
Burleson, Richard Cifersky, Lluis
Gomez, and mandolinists Adam
Steffey, and Michal Bartok.
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Bluegrass Sessions
(as at July 2019)
This list works upwards
geographically from the Southwest.
Sessions missed, changes or errors calendar@britishbluegrass.org
Best check with organisers before
making a journey. If there are no
sessions listed in your area, try getting
in touch with your area rep listed at
the back of the mag. Sessions are also
listed on the BBMA website
britishbluegrass.org Alternatively,
sessions may be listed on Facebook,
Bluegrass/American Events or
http://britishbluegrass.co.uk/sessions1/

Devon.

See Facebook “Bluegrass & Old
Timey Devon” for details. Eg. The Oak Inn,
South Brent - Second Sunday in the Month.
Teign House Inn, Christow - fourth Sunday
afternoons 3-6pm. Bread & Roses pub
Plymouth, - 4th Tuesday

Poole. The Pilot, 1 Adastral Rd, Canford
Heath BH17 8SA. 3rd Monday each month 811pm.Bluegrass, Old Time & Americana.
Good beer , ample parking. Robin Packham
01929 554545.
Worthing. Meetings 1st and 3rd
Tuesdays of the month, 7.30pm, The Charles
Dickens, 56-58 Heene Road, Worthing BN11
3RG. Gari Owen,
www.worthingbluegrass.com

Somerset.

Cross Keys Inn, Lydford on
Fosse, TA11 7HA. Second Monday most
months. Also Free picking weekend first
weekend in May. John Boston
Jonbos70@gmail.com

SouthWales@britishbluegrass.co.uk 01792
893147
https://www.facebook.com/groups/12499578
15045357/

Hereford.

The Victory, 88 St Owens St
HR1 2QD. First Wednesday each month.
Martin Blake martyblake@btinternet.com
01432 342018 or 07846 669890.

London & South East.

See
Rick Townend’s comprehensive list of venues
and events.
http://www.ricktownend.co.uk/SessionsSE.htm
Builders Arms, Croydon, Chris Lord, 3rd
Wednesday of month.
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1
527898510755041
The Lamb pub, 54 Holloway Rd, London,
near Highbury & Islington tube. 1st Weds of
each month Helen Keen & Pat Longley.
Sessions start at 8pm and all are welcome.
Pat Longley patricia.longley@hotmail.co
Helen Keen
helenelizabethkeen@yahoo.co.uk
Ye Olde Rose and Crown, 53 Hoe St,
Walthamstow E17 4SA, 8.30pm, last
Wednesday each month.(Not 26th Dec 19).
Pippa on BluegrassE17@gmail.com or
htpps://www.facebook.com/groups/2033465
33404434/

Wallingford, Oxfordshire:
Second Tuesday of the month, 8.30 –
11.00pm. Venue: The Coachmaker's. Arms,
St. Mary's Street, Wallingford. Bluegrass and
OldTime session, Contact: Lucy Quinn on
01491 835122 or by email at
tonyquinn@aol.com

Oxford.

Bromsgrove

Bluegrass Bash. Park
Gate Inn Dodford B61 9AJ. 8pm 2nd & 4th
Wednesday. See Facebook page.

Birmingham. The Old Moseley
Arms, 53 Tindal St, Balsall Heath, B12 9QU
on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month,
8pm 11pm, Pete Ainsworth, 01788 537198.
Norfolk. The White Horse, The Street, South
Lopham, Diss, IP22 2LH. A1066 Thetford to
Diss Road. It's held the last Monday of The
Month 7.45pm Contact Ian Tofte
07885517356 Email iantofte08@gmail.com
Tamworth. Events and picking
sessions take place at The Bolehall Manor
Club Amington Rd, Tamworth, B77 3LH ,
unless otherwise stated on the website
www.tamworthbluegrass.org which gives
details, points of contact etc.
Cheshire. Helsby Bluegrass Club –
Helsby Community Sports Club, Chester
Road, Helsby WA8 0DL every Thursday @
8.30pm. Kevin Shannon
kevinshannon2000@yahoo.co.uk Mob
07955 221783, Sports Club No 01928
7222267.

Merseyside.

Junction Pub, News
Lane. Rainford WA11 7JU. Every
Wednesday. Predominately Bluegrass with
some other styles. It wecomes all Bluegrass
players to come and join in. Contact Tony
Cooney 07725268954.
tonycooney101@gmail.com or Owen Duffy
07542048852.

Edinburgh:

Tass Bar, 1 High
Street,EH1 1SR. First Thursday of each
month. Betty Cooper betty@ednet.co.uk

The Bridge Inn, Bridge Road,
Shortwood, Bristol BS16 9NG, 3rd Tuesday of
month 8pm on. sandra.woodruff@virgin.net

Taube Marks 01865 552111 or
taube.marks@lang.ox.ac.uk The Red Lion
Public House, Oxford Road, Old Marston
Village, Oxford. Last Monday of each
month, except August (and in 2017,
December – Christmas Day). Start time 8.30
pm

Bristol.

Colchester.

Glasgow.

Ipswich.

last Monday each month. Wilf James wilfjames@hotmail.com
www.facebook.com/groups/1771901523670
15/
Star Bar, 537-539 Eglinton Street G5 9RN.
Every three weeks from Sat 19th Jan.
Harvey Allan. harveyallan32@yahoo.co.uk

Bristol.

Bluegrass Jam Session @ The
Greenbank, Easton, Bristol BS5. All welcome
from beginners to seasoned pickers. From
8pm on the first Wednesday of each month,
starting 7th August 2019. For more info or
to join the mailing list email Helen:
drhelenking@gmail.com

The Bricklayers Arms,
Rectory Road, Little Bentley, CO7 8SL. 3rd
Tuesday each month, 8-11pm Contact
chrishockley2@icloud.com

Bath.

Barley Mow, Bathwick St opposite
Sydney Gardens BA2 6NZ, 2nd Wednesday in
month, 20.30. Mike Pryor. Pub has Facebook
page. mikejpryor@btinternet.com

The Wheatsheaf, Church Rd,
Tattingstone, IP9 2LY. 2nd Tuesday each
month, 8-11pm. Contact
chrishockley2@icloud.com
The White Horse, White Horse Hill,
Tattingstone, IP9 2NU. Last Tuesday each
month. Contact as above.

Winchester.

Northampton. Royal Oak, 22

Golden Lion on the
Arlesford Road, just out of Winchester. Last
Tuesday of each month. Richard Holland,
01962 886581 r.l.holland@btinternet.com

Camberley. Blackwater and Hawley
Leisure Centre, Camberley, Surrey GU1117
9BW. Second Tuesday of the month, 8.30pm.
Gary & Sherryl Payne: check 01276 609954
or sherryl1955@ntlworld.com if coming any
distance.
Swansea.

Fortnightly at The Lougher
Boat Club, Glan Yr Afon, SA4 6TW. Second
and fourth Tuesday of the month. Organiser
Roland Emmanuel,
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Church Street, Naseby Northants, NN6 6DA.
7.30pm to 11.00pm first Tuesday each
month. Bluegrass Jam session...free chips for
pickers!! Brian Dowdall.
brijadowdall@gmail.com

Cambridge Bluegrass and Old Time
Session. 2nd Wednesday of the month at
The Six Bells 11 Covent Garden, Cambridge,
CB1 2HS. http://sixbellspub.co.uk/ from 8.30
pm until about 11.30 pm. Players of all levels
are welcome. Contact Jim Dougans on 07803
158084 or send message to the session FB
page

Broxburn, Green Tree Pub 45 E
Main Street EH52 5AB. Usually, every second
Tuesday each month. Ian Strain.
i.strain@yahoo.co.uk or phone Ian on
07761272019.
Bar Gumbo, Byers Road,

Dundee, Angus and
North Fife. Nothing regular at
present, but anyone wanting a get
together, or perhaps to set something up is
welcome to get in touch with Ruth
Alexander ruth66uk@yahoo.com ( 01382
229960 or 0787048390) who has offered to
help facilitate.

Scottish Highlands and
Aberdeenshire. Similar to
above – pickers, singers or just Bluegrass
fans should contact Anna on 079061 73993
or annapatfield@gmail.com
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BBMA Band &
Media Members

The
Bow-Legged
Skeeter

Bluegrass from the South

peter.minky@yahoo.co.uk
01425 489376
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Tel: + 353 876258275

Email: pilgrimstmusic@gmail.com
www.pilgrimst.com
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BBMA Team...
CHAIRMAN: Dave Teague..................
t: 07971 283022
e: chairman@britishbluegrass.org

EDUCATION & TUITION: Dave Norton.......
e: education@britishbluegrass.org

TOUR SUPPORT SERVICE: Dave Teague
SECRETARY: Richard Holland
e: secretary@britishbluegrass.org

TREASURER: Sherryl Payne ...............
(Also: BBN Advertising Manager)
t: 01276 609 954
e: treasurer@britishbluegrass.org

MEMBER WITHOUT
PORTFOLIO: Les Packer.......................

e: toursupport@britishbluegrass.org

LEGAL ADVISOR: Richard Sims...................
t: 0208 778 7301
e: legal@britishbluegrass.org
BBN EDITORIAL TEAM
EDITOR: Chris Lord..........................................
e: editor@britishbluegrass.org

Chris A. Courogen

committee@britishbluegrass.org

SUB EDITOR:

MEMBERSHIP
SECRETARY: Chris Elson.....................

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

e: membership@britishbluegrass.org

Email: chris@courogen.com

Mo Jackson....................

t: 01273 551179
e: mojackson27@hotmail.com

WEB MASTER: Geoff Berrow............
e: webmaster@britishbluegrass.org

The BBMA was founded in 1990 by Jan Jerrold and Phill Morley

BAND SUPPORT: Richard Holland....
e: bandsupport@britishbluegrass.org

Membership Matters
Hi Bluegrassers,
I’ve just been reading my nonsense from the
last magazine, hoping for some inspiration I
suppose. It seems that I always go on about the
weather and the time of year, and sorry to
disappoint, but I’m going to do it again!
As I write this in early June, the weather outside is
horrible, with rain falling in almost biblical
proportions. So glad I managed to mow my
overgrown lawn yesterday.
It seems that the early festivals have experience
mixed weather, we certainly felt the cold at Orwell
after our gas regulator in the caravan decided to
give up the ghost as soon as we got there. On the
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other hand, there was one lovely sunny day over
the weekend which left us with some happy
memories of this event, such a shame that it was
the last one.
This is the busiest time of year for membership
renewals so loads of reminders to be printed and
put into the envelopes with the magazines,
please help if you can by making a diary note to
renew on time or even better, sign up to pay by
direct debit. As I’ve said before, it’s really easy,
just the exchange of a couple of emails required.
Lastly I’d like to say welcome to all our new
members, quite a few on the list this time.
Chris
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Chairman’s Report
Whilst writing this
report, I have mixed
emotions as this is
the last magazine
that I will be editing.
As announced
previously, Chris
Lord, banjo player
with The Vanguards,
has stepped up to
the plate and
volunteered to take
over the Editor’s
position and will be
taking over from the
next magazine.
As you all probably know, I only
took it on temporarily after
Trevor moved on but, after 4
years of continuous asking, we
could not get anyone to come
forward until now. So, I am very
happy to hand over the reins,
but sad that I will not be
involved in a job that I enjoyed
doing. It was because of the
other work that I do for the
Association that gave me too
much to do in such short time
constraints that caused the
problems and the reason why
this edition is so late. With my
own Company’s work and the
ever increasing workload
processing Work Permits for our
touring International Artistes, it
became impossible to meet the
magazine deadlines, as the
Work Permits had to be done
first.
I wish Chris all the very best in
his new venture and would ask
you all to help him by providing
articles, CD reviews etc that will
lessen the strain of finding new

material to include every
edition. He has inherited the
editor@britishbluegrass.org
email address, where you can
send your contributions.
Earlier this year saw the demise
of one of our great festival’s at
Orwell. To show our
appreciation of Chris, Trish and
Ben’s hard work in putting on a
fantastic event, we have
included an extended review in
this magazine. It was great to be
there and see all of the ‘old
hands’ coming back and making
special appearances for them. It
was also a sad time, as Trish
couldn’t be there to witness the
special occasion. I have been in
regular contact with Chris and
can confirm that she is well on
her way to recovery and look
forward to seeing again at one
of the other festivals, if not her
own.
I recently ventured across to
France to be at The La Roche
Bluegrass Festival. I had been
there a number of times
previously, staying in one of the
hotels in the town, but after a
break of 3 years, I travelled
there with a group of friends
and stayed in my motorhome.
If you’ve never been there you
should try to get over and see
what is without question the
best Bluegrass Festival in
Europe. Christopher, Didier and
their massive team of volunteers
put on a wonderful event right
in the centre of the town. Top
bands from all over Europe and
the USA appear on a stage set in
a lovely town with the nearby
Alps as a back drop. Some of
you who follow us on Facebook
will also remember that it was
there that the first appearance
of Le Sac en Plastique happened
some 9 years ago and where we
were named.

I know that I’ve mentioned this
before, but our Tour Support is a
big success story. This year we
have again provided more Work
Permits than last year and
subsequently we have more
income to spend on supporting
our members via sponsorship
etc. It’s not just for instrument
tuition either, but can be
anything involved with
Bluegrass, such as help with a
band’s new CD. All you need do
is ask and if accepted by the
Committee, we’ll help you
wherever we can.
Finally, as I’ve mentioned Tour
Support, I’d also like to mention
the fantastic job that BBMA
member Maria Wallace, of True
North Music, is doing for our
cause. She started True North
Music a few years ago and has
gone from strength to strength.
In recognition for her agency
work in bringing over USA
artistes, she was invited over to
the IBMA in Raleigh last year
and again to Nashville earlier
this year. She has brought over a
number of excellent American
bands, all of whom use us for
their Work Permits.
I’d just like to ask you all to keep
a look out on our website and
Facebook to see what she’s
doing and try your hardest to
get out and see some of the
great bands that are now
performing over here for you
because of her hard work. You
know the saying ‘use it or lose
it’.
Dave Teague
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Gospel Corner
View, comments and
insights into bluegrass
gospel singing and
playing.
DAILY NEWS
One late evening shortly
after I first saw the light
and became a Christian I
was walking my dog,
gazing up at the myriads
of stars above I felt a wave
of emotion, a sense that I
was being spoken to. I
rushed home and
composed a song about
the experience, some days
later I came to Psalm 19 in
the bible.
"The heavens tell the
glory of God and the skies
announce what His hands
have made".
I was overwhelmed in the
knowledge that I had
experienced the exact
same feeling that King
David had at his time of
writing!
Our band have been
rehearsing the song:
Daily news, Daily news,
Daily news of your
creation,

Daily news, Daily news,
full of expectation,
lifting high in the sky,
telling of your glory
shouting loud to your
people, praise me I am
worthy.

Richard F. Thompson
Lichfield
Sharon Loughrin
Cookstown, N.I.

chorus
The stars are singing, like
bells are ringing
the heavens making a
declaration,
of your great power and
your creation
made alive in our
salvation.

Three Beards
Walton-on-the-Naze
Jeff Treadway
Sheringham
Ricky Cherry
Wheatley

Sun and moon in the sky
would not shine without
you,
oceans vast, mountains
high forever sing about
your grace and power
laid before us for our
eyes to see,
there is nothing we can
do but praise your holy
name.

William Wood
Chester
Jack Hobham
Lincoln
Sing
Haddenham
David Taylor
Clitheroe

I hope that many of you
have had or will have
this wonderful and close
experience of the
wonders of creation.

Richard Ineson
Sheffield
Jonathan French
York

God bless,
Brian Dowdall.

Membership fees:
Full Member £24 (UK)
Family Membership £30 (UK)
Overseas member/family + £6
Band Membership £50
Overseas Band Membership £60
30

New
Members

Our preferred method of payment is by direct debit, but we
also accept Paypal and cheques
Joining instructions:
Website: www.britishbluegrass.co.uk
Email: membership@britishbluegrass.co.uk
Or write to:

Chris Elson
14 Arthingworth Close
Coventry CV3 2HQ
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BRITAIN’S FOLK & ACOUSTIC SPECIALISTS
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Call or visit us today for Mandolins, Fiddles,
Banjos, Dobros, Guitars, and all kinds of Acoustic
Instruments, Spares and Accessories!
Great Service, Specialist Advice, Expert Staff!
VISIT ONE OF OUR 8 UK SHOPS TODAY!

BIRMINGHAM:
BRIGHTON:
BRISTOL:
CANTERBURY:
LEEDS:
LONDON:
MANCHESTER:
SOUTHAMPTON:

0121 212 9010
01273 760022
0117 929 0902
01227 769484
0113 245 3311
020 7323 9040
0161 273 1000
023 8023 1099

8, Priory Queensway, B4 6BS
108, Queens Road, BN1 3XF
36 Park Street, BS1 5JG
22 Lower Bridge St, CT1 2LG
13 Eastgate, LS2 7LY
24 Rathbone Place, W1T 1JA
123 Oxford Road, M1 7DU
20 East Street, SO14 3HG

WORLD FAMOUS MAIL ORDER SERVICE
P.O. Box 4707, Worthing, BN11 9JA

01903 203033 | www.hobgoblin.com
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Glencairn
Community Council
Windfarm Fund

